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Program Design Toshimitsu TOBITA 
Email: tobita@ss.ibaraki-ct.ac.jp 

 
Basic Information 
 

Course Regular Course Compulsory / Elective Elective 
Grade 5th Number of Credits 1 
Semester 1st Semester Credit Type Special Credit Type 2 
Class Type Technical Subject 

 
Course Objectives 
 
Some of the formal development method by which it seems useful in case of software design and 
development are introduced. The side creation programming using a structured chart and object design 
method using C++. The outline of OS, a development aid tool and development management is outlined. 
1. A structure design is understood about its basic technique. 
2. It's understood about an abstract data type and object-oriented design. 
3. It's understood about the outline of a test technique and development management. 
 
Topic Outline / Schedule 
 

Week Topic Outline 
1 Program design and software 

engineering 
It's understood about history of software engineering, 
necessity and program design. 

2 Life cycle and methodology It's understood about life cycle model and methodology 
in life cycle model at each phase. 

3 Structured analysis It's understood about a structured analysis way using 
DFD. 

4 Structured design It's understood about a structured design method as a 
system design technique. 

5 Structured programming 1 It's understood about a structured chart of basic structure 
of a program, a Jackson method, a Warnier method, a 
PAD and NS chart. 

6 Structured programming 2 It's understood about a program design way using a 
structured programming. 

7 Mid-term Exam  
8 Abstract data type It's understood about abstract data type, stack, queue, 

table, etc.. 
9 Method of object-oriented design It's understood about the outline of object-oriented 

design. 
10 C++ programming outline The function of the object-oriented language is 

understood using C++. 
11 Object-oriented design 1 It's understood about a program design way based on 

object-oriented. 
12 Object-oriented design 2 It's understood about a mounting way of program design 

based on object-oriented. 
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13 Test technique and development 
management 

It's understood about the test technique by which tests 
are the kind, black box test and big bang test, etc.. 

14 OS, development aid tool and 
development management 

OS and a development aid tool are understood about the 
outline of development management. 

15 Final Exam  
16 Final Exam Review  

  
 
Textbooks and Other Readings 
 
K. Kawamura,  Revised new publication software engineering guide, Kindaikagakusya..., (in Japanese) 
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Relevant Online Resources 
 
 
Grading Policy 
 
Grading will be based on mid-term exams and final exams on each semester70%, assignment30%. To get 
credit, you need to get 60 or more points in total. 
 
 
Course Description 
 
The class useful at an actual software making site is performed. Software, like a machine and an electric 
light, please understand necessity of making something equivalent to a plan including a project control and 
a test technique. 
Preparation isn't necessary in particular, but please solve the practice problems which are indicated by the 
print distributed during class tightly and review the class. 


